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Abstract:Space-time code can be implemented in wireless relay networks when all relays cooperate to generate the code

at the receiver. In this case, it is called distributed space-time code. If the channel response changes very quickly, the

idea of differential space-time coding is needed to overcome the difficulty of updating the channel state information at the

receiver. As a result, the transmitted signal can be demodulated without any knowledge of the channel state information

at the relays or the receiver. In this paper, development of new low decoding complexity distributed differential space-

time codes is considered. The developed codes are designed using semiorthogonal algebraic space-time codes. They

work for networks with an even number of relays and have a two-group decodable maximum likelihood receiver. The

performance of the new codes is analyzed via MATLAB simulation which demonstrates that they outperform both cyclic

codes and circulant codes.
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1. Introduction

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system performance can be greatly increased using space-time codes as

in [1,2]. Similar to the conventional MIMO system, the idea of space-time codes applied to cooperative systems

can improve bandwidth efficiency without the need for feedback [3,4]. Such codes are known as distributed

space-time codes (DSTCs), where all relay nodes are allowed to simultaneously transmit over the same channel

[2,3,5–8]. We are mainly interested in [5], where a new distributed space-time coding was proposed, which

depends on the linear dispersion (LD) space-time codes of [9]. The transmission from the source to the

destination is done in two steps. In the first step, the source broadcasts the data. In the second step, the

relays encode their received signals into an LD code and then retransmit them to the destination.

In practical implementations, DSTCs share conventional space-time coding used in MIMO systems with

the need of channel fading in wireless relay networks to be known at the receiver. This allows for decoding

the data at the receiver coherently. Coherent detection needs up-to-date training symbols, which cannot be

done in a fast fading environment. Inspired by differential space-time coding, a new technique for wireless

relay networks was introduced in [10], which is called distributed differential space-time code (DDSTC). Several

authors independently suggested differential encoding/decoding for wireless relay networks in [11–16]. The

authors of [11] presented a general approach for DDSTC and they also provided a few code constructions. A

partially coherent distributed space-time code was proposed in [12]. It does not require the knowledge of fading
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coefficients between the relay and destination. Cyclic distributed space-time code was presented in [13]. In

[14], differential distributed space-time coding with low decoding complexity was considered. The code is four-

group decodable and constructed using Clifford’s algebras. The authors of [15] proposed a decode-and-forward

cooperative communication scheme that uses differential minimum-decoding complexity quasi-orthogonal space-

time block code. The source and destination have multiple antennas while the relays have a single antenna. The

first-hop is not coherent while the second-hop is coherent. In [16], the performance of a differential distributed

space-time coding scheme was investigated for vehicle-to-vehicle networks employing low-complexity multiple-

symbol differential detection for low, medium, and fast fading channels.

In wireless networks, the low decoding complexity becomes an important issue, especially if the number of

cooperating terminals is large. Although the four-group decodable DDSTC satisfies the low decoding complexity

demand, a limitation of this method is that it can be only implemented with the power of 2 relays. In this

paper, semiorthogonal algebraic space-time (SAST) codes are used to overcome this limitation. This allows

constructing STCs for even numbers of relay networks. The joint modulation of paper [17] is also extended to

a multiple symbol modulation.

2. System model

Consider a wireless network consisting of R+ 2 nodes. One node acts as the source, another one acts as the

destination node, and the rest act as relay nodes. The wireless channels between the terminals are assumed

to be quasistatic flat fading, where fi and gi are the channel fading gains from the source to the ith relay

and from the ith relay to the destination, respectively (Figure 1). All channel coefficients are assumed to be

independent and identically distributed complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance.

All nodes cannot receive and transmit at the same time. Moreover, the system needs to be synchronized at the

symbol level.

Figure 1. System model for DDSTC.

The transmission from the source to the destination occurs in two steps:

First step: In the first step and at τ th time, a data vector of T symbols (T = R) is encoded into a

T ×T unitary matrix Uτ ∈ L , where L is the set of all possible code words. The source sends the differentially

encoded signal. This means that the differential scheme allows for overlapping by one block. One block acts as

a reference for the next, which is similar to the differential space-time coding in [10]:

sτ =
√
P1T Uτ sτ−1, (1)

where P1 = P
2 is the average power transmitted from the source and equal to half of the total power used in
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the whole network, and sτ is normalized such that it satisfies Es̄s = 1. The first block, so , is the initial vector

known to the destination and with a unit-norm, Es̄oso = 1. The assumption that Uτ is unitary preserves the

transmitted power from vanishing or blowing up [10]. The received vector at the ith relay is given by:

ri =
√
P1Tfi s

τ + ni, (2)

where fi is the channel fading coefficient and ni = [ni,1, . . . . . . ., ni,T ]
T

is the additive white Gaussian noise,

which is assumed to be i.i.d. with zero mean and unit variance CN (0,1).

Second step: The second step of transmission starts from time T + 1 to 2 T, and the relays amplify and

forward the ri signals to the destination. The idea of LD space-time code is used [9]. This means that all relays

perform a linear operation on the ri vector or on its conjugate to generate ti :

ti =

√
P2

P1 + 1
(Airi +Bir̄i), i = 1, 2, ...., R, (3)

where the relay matrices Ai and Bi are T × T unitary matrices and P2 = P
R , the received vector at the τ th

time, can be written as:

Xτ =
R∑
i=1

giti + w

Xτ =
√

P1P2T
P1+1 SτHτ +W τ

=
√

P1P2T
P1+1

[
Â1s

τ ...ÂRs
τ
]
Hτ +W τ

=
√

P1P2T
P1+1

[
Â1Û

τ ŝτ−1
1 ...ÂRÛRŝ

τ−1
R

]
Hτ +W τ

, (4)

where

H = [f̂1g1...f̂1g1]
t,

W =
√

P2

P1+1

R∑
i=1

giÂin̂i + w, Âi = Ai, f̂i = fi, v̂i = vi, Û
τ = Uτ if Bi = 0

Âi = Bi, f̂i = f̄i, v̂i = v̄i, Û
τ = Ūτ if Ai = 0

.

If fi and gi are kept constant for 2 consecutive blocks, i.e. Hτ = Hτ−1 and Uτ Âi = ÂiÛ
τ , Eq. (4) becomes:

Xτ =
√

P1P2T
P1+1 Uτ

[
Â1ŝ

τ−1
1 ...ÂRŝ

τ−1
R

]
Hτ−1 +W τ

=
√

P1P2T
P1+1 UτSτ−1Hτ−1 +W τ

= UτXτ−1 +W τ ′

, (5)

where

W τ ′
= W τ − UτW τ−1.
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Now to decode the code word Uτ , a maximum likelihood detector can be applied as follows:

argmax
U

∥∥Xτ − UXτ−1
∥∥ . (6)

The channel information is not needed at fi or gi during the detection process. It is obvious that the

construction of the DDSTC suggests that the relays cooperate to encode a unitary space-time code. The

design problem of the DDSTC can be summarized as:

• Design a family of unitary code words (Uτ ) with full diversity.

• Design relay unitary matrices (Ai).

• Make every Uτ commutate with every Ai .

3. Code construction

Our coding scheme is based on SAST codes [18]. The SAST codes have rate one and allow decoding the

transmitted symbols into two groups. In this section, we will discuss how to implement these codes and apply

them to a cooperative network to get DDSTC.

3.1. Code design

The SAST code matrix is constructed using two circulant space-time codes, each of length L , to be employed

in a network of 2L relays. The circulant space-time codes are written as follows [18]:

A =



x1 x2 x3 · · · xL

xL x1 x2 · · · xL−1

xL−1 xL x1 · · · xL−2

...
... · · ·

. . .
...

x2 x3 x4 · · · x1


. (7)

The SAST code is constructed as:

S =

[
A (x1, x2, ..., xL) −BH (xL+1, xL+2, ..., x2L)

B (xL+1, xL+2, ..., x2L) AH (x1, x2, ..., xL)

]
. (8)

Two examples of SAST codes are presented. The SAST codes for the four-relay network and the relay matrices

are given as [18]:

S =


x1 x2 −x∗

3 −x∗
4

x2 x1 −x∗
4 −x∗

3

x3 x4 x∗
1 x∗

2

x4 x3 x∗
2 x∗

1

 , (9)
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A1 =


1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

 , A2 =


0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

 ,

B1 = B2 = A3 = A4 = 0,

B3 =


0 0 −1 0

0 0 0 −1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

 , B4 =


0 0 0 −1

0 0 −1 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

 .

The SAST code for a six-relay network is given as [18]:

S =



x1 x2 x3 −x∗
4 −x∗

6 −x∗
5

x3 x1 x2 −x∗
5 −x∗

4 −x∗
6

x2 x3 x1 −x∗
6 −x∗

5 −x∗
4

x4 x5 x6 x∗
1 x∗

3 x∗
2

x6 x4 x5 x∗
2 x∗

1 x∗
3

x5 x6 x4 x∗
3 x∗

2 x∗
1


.

These codes have unitary relay matrices, and by direct multiplication, we can see that any code matrix

commutates with all relay matrices. Therefore, two out of the three required conditions to construct the

DDSTC are satisfied. The next subsection demonstrates how these codes can be made unitary.

3.2. Signal set design

In this subsection, signal set design conditions will be derived to make the SAST codes unitary. The idea of

joint modulation mentioned in [17] will be used. The authors of [17] suggested that several information symbols

can be modulated jointly, where pairwise constellation sets were proposed. The extension to more than two

symbols is easy as we will see. Two examples of wireless network are introduced: wireless networks with four

and with six relays.

Case 1: Four-relay networks

We can start by computing SH
4 S4 as follows:

SHS =


a b 0 0

b a 0 0

0 0 a b

0 0 b a

 , (10)

where

a =
4∑

i=1

|xi|2 and b = x∗
1x2 + x∗

2x1 + x∗
3x4 + x∗

4x3.
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Eq. (10) is unitary if and only if a = 1 and b = 0, so some constraints are required between the elements of first

group symbols X1 and X2 , and between elements of the second group, symbols X3 and X4 . No joint constraint

between these two groups is required in order to obtain two-group decodability. In [17], a joint constellation set

M consists of the L complex-valued constellation pair {ak, bk} where 1 ≤ k ≤ L . Every constellation pair is

mapped to one group. The proposed constellation M has the following form:{
ak = exp[j(2kπ/M)]

/√
2

bk = 0{
ak = 0

bk = exp[j(2(k − L/2)π/M + θ)]
/√

2

for 1 ≤ k ≤ L
2

for L
2 ≤ k ≤ L

, (11)

where M = L/2 is an integer and θ is a constellation rotation angle between 0 and 2π/M . To achieve the

full diversity and the maximum coding gain, the rotation angle θ is equal to π/M for even M and θ is equal

to π/2M or 3π/2M for odd M . The proof can be found in [17]. Applying this constellation set to the SAST

code will satisfy the unitary condition of DDSTC. For rate 1 bit per channel use (bpcu), the constellation set

has sixteen pairs.

Case 2: Six-relay networks

Similar to the previous case, SH
6 S6 is computed as follows:

SH
6 S6 =



a b c 0 0 0

c a b 0 0 0

b c a 0 0 0

0 0 0 a b c

0 0 0 c a b

0 0 0 b c a


, (12)

where

a =
6∑

i=1

|xi|2,

b = x∗
1x2 + x∗

3x1 + x∗
2x3 + x∗

4x5 + x∗
6x4 + x∗

5x6

c = x∗
2x1 + x∗

1x3 + x∗
3x2 + x∗

5x4 + x∗
4x6 + x∗

6x5

.

Similar to the four-relay network case, let the first group contain symbols X1, X2 , and X3 and the second group

contain symbols X4, X5 , and X6 . We have the M joint constellation set consisting of the L complex-valued

constellation group {ak, bk, ck} where 1 ≤ k ≤ L . Every constellation group is mapped into one symbol group.

For rate 0.5 bpcu, the constellation set has eight pairs. The proposed constellation has the following form:{
ak = exp[j(2kπ/3)]

/√
2

bk = ck = 0{
bk = exp[j(2kπ/3 + θ1)]

/√
2

ak = ck = 0{
ck = exp[j(2kπ/2 + θ2)]

/√
2

ak = bk = 0

for 4 ≤ k ≤ 6

for 1 ≤ k ≤ 3

for 7 ≤ k ≤ 8

, (13)
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where θ1 and θ2 are constellation rotation angles and have values of 2π/3 and π/2, respectively. Applying

this constellation set to the SAST code satisfies the unitary condition of the DDSTC.

4. Low decoding complexity

In addition to the full rate and full diversity, the decoding complexity of maximum likelihood plays an important

role in the space-time code design, which should be minimized as much as possible. Orthogonal space-time code

is characterized by full diversity and linear decoding complexity, but its rate is not more than 3/4 for more

than two transmit antennas. On the other hand, quasiorthogonal space-time code has full rate with exponential

decoding complexity.

This paper presents low decoding complexity based on group structure, where the transmitted code word

can be divided into g groups for maximum likelihood detection, where g is greater than one. The decoding

metric of the maximum likelihood detection splits, which means that every group can be decoded separately,

so instead of searching in the whole space we can do it in a reduced one.

The search spaces of the proposed DDSTC, the four-group decodable DDSTC in [14], and the cyclic

codes in [13] increase exponentially while the transmission rates increase, which means they need more time

to recover transmitted data. The cyclic DDSTC has only one maximum likelihood decoder working at a time,

but the other two codes have four and two parallel maximum likelihood decoders working at the same time.

These parallel decoders reduce the search space of each maximum likelihood decoder and so reduce the overall

complexity. For four-relay networks, if the transmission rates are 1 bpcu, the decoding search space for each

decoder is 16 for the proposed code, whereas it is 256 for cyclic codes and 4 for four-group decodable DDSTC.

For six-relay networks, if the transmission rates are 0.5 bpcu, the decoding search space for each decoder is 8

for the proposed code, whereas it is 64 for cyclic codes.

5. Simulation results

In this section, the performance of the proposed codes is studied through simulations. In all simulations,

the channels and noises are assumed to be independent and identically distributed complex Gaussian random

variables with zero mean and unit variance. The error event is block error rate (BLER). The fading coefficients

are assumed to be constant over each block and vary independently from one block to another. The total power

is distributed among the source and the relays equally.

We give two cases of simulated performance for our new codes, which are introduced in Section 3. The

first simulation follows case 1, where the relay’s number is 4 and the signal set chosen for the proposed code

is as given by Eq. (11). We compare the performance of the proposed DDSTC with that of the four-group

decodable DDSTC in [14] and the cyclic codes in [13] for transmission rates of 1 bpcu.

In the 2nd case, the relay’s number is 6 and the signal set chosen for the proposed code is as given by

Eq. (13). We compare the performance of the proposed DDSTC with that of the cyclic codes in [13]. It is not

possible to implement four-group decodability for 6 relays as it can only be done for a power of two relays. The

adopted transmission rate is 0.5 bpcu.

The performances of our distributed differential space-time codes for case 1 and case 2 are shown in

Figures 2 and 3, respectively. It is obvious from Figure 2 that the performances of the proposed DDSTCs

outperform the cyclic code with 2 dB at BLER of 10−2 . However, the four-group decodable DDSTC is about

2 dB better than our proposed code. For the 6-relay case, Figure 3 shows that the proposed code has better

BLER performance than the cyclic codes as there is about 3 dB gain at BLER of 10−3 .
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Figure 2. Block error versus SNR for DDSTC with 4 relay networks.

Figure 3. Block error rate versus SNR for DDSTC with 6 relay networks.

6. Conclusion

Since channel state information in cooperative networks is difficult to obtain, developing a differential trans-

mission scheme is necessary. In this paper, the designing problem of a distributed differential space-time code

with low decoding complexity was investigated. It is more challenging than differential space-time code for

MIMO systems, where no channel information is needed at the transmitter, relays, or receiver. Based on cir-

culant space-time codes, a new class of distributed differential space-time codes was approached, namely SAST

codes. The new code is characterized by low decoding complexity, is two-group decodable, and is valid for even

numbers of relay networks. The signal set of [17] was used, where the joint modulation is extended to more

than two symbols. The performances of these codes were compared with two already existing DDSTCs, cyclic

codes and four-group DDSTC. The new codes outperformed the cyclic codes. The proposed code is worse the

four-group DDSTC with a maximum of 2 dB loss. However, the proposed code based on SAST overcomes the

basic limitation of the four-group DDSTC. The four-group DDSTC is valid only for the power of two relays

while the proposed code is valid for any number of even relays.
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